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FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY 

SUMMARY 

Our operational audit disclosed the following: 

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT AND BOARD POLICIES 

Finding No. 1: The University had not implemented an identity theft prevention program contrary to 
Section 114 of the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 2003. 

Finding No. 2: The University did not always provide the required written notification to individuals when 
their social security numbers were collected, contrary to Section 119.071(5)(a), Florida Statutes. 

Finding No. 3: The University needed to enhance its policies and procedures to ensure the timely posting 
of a complete list of required textbooks on the University’s Web site in accordance with Florida Statutes. 

TUITION AND FEES 

Finding No. 4: The University needed to establish procedures for calculating distance learning course fees. 

Finding No. 5: Contrary to Section 1009.285, Florida Statutes, some students enrolled in the same 
undergraduate credit class more than twice received an exception from paying full instructional costs more 
than once for the same class. 

CASH COLLECTIONS 

Finding No. 6: The University’s controls over decentralized collections needed improvement. 

Finding No. 7: The University’s controls over the issuance of complimentary athletic event tickets needed 
improvement. 

PROCUREMENT OF GOODS AND SERVICES 

Finding No. 8: The University’s procedures for documenting management’s prior authorization of student 
government purchases needed improvement. 

Finding No. 9: The University’s procedures for monitoring purchasing card usage needed improvement. 

TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY 

Finding No. 10: The University’s procedures for investigating missing tangible personal property items 
needed improvement. 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Finding No. 11: Some inappropriate or unnecessary information technology (IT) access privileges existed. 

Finding No. 12: The University’s IT security controls related to user authentication needed improvement. 
 

BACKGROUND 

The Florida Atlantic University (University) is part of the State university system of public universities, which is under 

the general direction and control of the Florida Board of Governors.  The University is directly governed by a Board 

of Trustees (Trustees) consisting of 13 members.  The Governor appoints 6 citizen members and the Board of 

Governors appoints 5 citizen members.  These members are confirmed by the Florida Senate and serve staggered 

terms of five years.  The faculty senate president and student body president also are members. 

The Board of Governors establishes the powers and duties of the Trustees.  The Trustees are responsible for setting 

University policies, which provide governance in accordance with State law and Board of Governors’ Regulations.  
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The University President is selected by the Trustees and confirmed by the Board of Governors.  The University 

President serves as the executive officer and the corporate secretary of the Trustees and is responsible for 

administering the policies prescribed by the Trustees for the University. 

The results of our financial audit of the University for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2011, will be presented in a 

separate report.  In addition, the Federal awards administered by the University are included within the scope of our 

Statewide audit of Federal awards administered by the State of Florida and the results of that audit, for the fiscal year 

ended June 30, 2011, will be presented in a separate report. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Administrative Management and Board Policies 

Finding No. 1:  Identity Theft Prevention Program 

In response to increasingly pervasive risks associated with the custodianship of sensitive information, Section 114 of 

the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 2003 (Act) expanded on the Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) Fair 

Credit Reporting Act of 1970 to provide clear guidance to businesses and other organizations that process certain 

personal information that places them at high risk for identity theft.  The Act was implemented by the Red Flags Rule 

(Rule), which went into effect November 1, 2008, and enforcement of the Rule began on January 1, 2011.  The Rule 

requires financial institutions and creditors that hold consumer accounts designed to permit multiple payments or 

transactions or any other account for which there is a reasonable foreseeable risk of identity theft to develop and 

implement an identity theft prevention program (Program) for new and existing covered accounts.  The Rule requires 

the University’s Board of Trustees to approve the initial written Program.  The Program should be designed to detect, 

prevent, and mitigate identity theft through the identification of warning signs, or “red flags,” in day-to-day 

operations.  The Program must be appropriate for the University’s size and complexity and the nature and scope of its 

operations and must contain reasonable policies and procedures to: (1) identify relevant patterns, practices, and 

specific forms of activity, the red flags, that signal possible identity theft for the covered accounts; (2) detect red flags; 

(3) respond appropriately to any red flags detected to prevent and mitigate identity theft; and (4) ensure the Program is 

updated periodically to reflect changes in risks for identity theft. 

As a result of its student lending activity, the University meets the definition of a creditor as defined by the FTC and, 

as such, must comply with the Rule.  The University developed an identity theft prevention program and it was 

approved by the Board on July 22, 2009.  However, as of June 30, 2011, training required by the Rule had not been 

provided to employees who have access to accounts or personally identifiable information that may constitute a risk 

to the University or its students.  In these circumstances, the University or its students could be at increased risk of 

identity theft due to the sensitive nature of information that is obtained, held, and processed through the student 

tuition and fee payment plan process.  In addition, noncompliance with the Rule could result in monetary penalties 

from the FTC.  University personnel provided us with a draft training program and indicated that employee training 

required by the Rule had been scheduled to begin November 28, 2011, for upper management. 

Recommendation: The University should continue its efforts to implement an identity theft prevention 
program as required by the Red Flags Rule. 
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Finding No. 2:  Collection of Social Security Numbers 

The Legislature has acknowledged in Section 119.071(5)(a), Florida Statutes, the necessity of collecting social security 

numbers (SSNs) for certain purposes because of their acceptance over time as a unique numeric identifier for identity 

verification and other legitimate purposes.  The Legislature has also recognized that SSNs can be used to acquire 

sensitive personal information, the release of which could result in fraud against individuals or cause other financial or 

personal harm.  Therefore, public entities are required to provide extra care in maintaining such information to ensure 

its confidential status. 

Section 119.071(5)(a), Florida Statutes, provides that the University may not collect an individual’s SSN unless the 

University has stated in writing the purpose for its collection and unless it is specifically authorized by law to do so, or 

it is imperative for the performance of the University’s duties and responsibilities as prescribed by law.  Additionally, 

this Section requires that if the University collects an individual’s SSN, it must provide that individual with a written 

statement indicating whether the collection of the SSN is authorized or mandatory under Federal or State law, and 

identifying the specific Federal or State law governing the collection, use, or release of SSNs for each purpose for 

which the SSN is collected.  This Section also provides that SSNs collected by the University may not be used for any 

purpose other than the purpose provided in the written statement.  This Section further requires that the University 

review whether its collection of SSNs is in compliance with the above requirements and immediately discontinue the 

collection of SSNs for purposes that are not in compliance. 

Although the University has assigned unique student and employee identification numbers to replace using SSNs for 

record keeping purposes, it continued to obtain SSNs from students, employees, vendors, and volunteers.  We noted 

that five online supplemental applications from the Graduate School Web site, one Affiliated Appointment Form 

from the Provost, and one Volunteer Application from the Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute’s Web site 

required the collection of SSNs from the applicants; however, the required written notification regarding the 

collection and use of the SSNs was not provided to these applicants.  Although the University posted general 

information on its Web site for students to read about the collection and usage of SSNs, applicants could complete 

the online applications requiring the SSN, without being directed to, or provided with, the written notification.  

Subsequent to our inquiry, University management initiated actions to ensure that individuals were directed to the 

written notification when SSNs were collected and eliminated the collection of SSNs from three of the Graduate 

School supplemental applications, the Affiliated Appointment Form, and the Volunteer Application.  However, two 

of the Graduate School supplemental applications still required the collection of SSNs without providing the required 

written notification regarding the collection and use of the SSN. 

Effective controls to properly monitor the need for and use of SSNs and to ensure compliance with statutory 

requirements reduce the risk that SSNs may be used for unauthorized purposes. 

Recommendation: The University should continue its efforts to ensure compliance with 
Section 119.071(5)(a), Florida Statutes. 

Finding No. 3:  Textbook Affordability 

Section 1004.085(3), Florida Statutes, requires that State universities post on their websites, as early as is feasible, but 

not less than 30 days prior to the first day of class for each term, a list of each textbook required for each course 

offered at the institution during the upcoming term.  The posted list must include the International Standard Book 

Number (ISBN) for each required textbook or other identifying information, which must include, at a minimum, all 
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of the following: the title, all authors listed, publishers, edition number, copyright date, published date, and other 

relevant information necessary to identify the specific textbook or textbooks required for each course. 

As similarly noted in our report No. 2010-131, the University did not have monitoring procedures in place to ensure 

the posting of textbook lists 30 days before the first day of class.  Although the University had established deadlines 

for the textbook adoption process, the Fall 2010 and Spring 2011 textbook lists included 264 and 320 textbooks, 

respectively, that were posted on the Web site after the first day of classes, contrary to the above-cited law.  In 

addition, University personnel informed us that posted textbook lists may not include information for textbooks 

ordered by faculty from off campus bookstore vendors because the vendors are not required to comply with 

Section 1004.085(3), Florida Statutes, and, as such, are not obligated to provide the University the required textbook 

information.  However, while the off campus bookstore vendors are not subject to the above-cited law, the University 

is subject to this law and is responsible for taking necessary actions to ensure compliance with the law. 

Recommendation: The University should enhance its policies and procedures to ensure that a complete 
list of required textbooks is timely posted on the University’s website in accordance with Florida Statutes.  
The University should also require faculty to provide the University with the required textbook information 
for textbooks ordered from off campus bookstore vendors. 

Tuition and Fees 

Finding No. 4:  Distance Learning Fee 

Section 1009.24(17)(a), Florida Statutes, states in part that a university may assess a student who enrolls in a course 

listed in the Florida Higher Education Distance Learning Catalog a per-credit-hour distance learning course fee.  

Section 1009.24(17)(b), Florida Statutes, provides that the distance learning course fee may not exceed the additional 

costs of the services provided that are attributable to the development and delivery of the distance learning course, 

and the university may not assess duplicate fees to cover additional costs. 

During the 2010-11 fiscal year, the University collected distance learning course fees totaling $937,082 from its 

e-College program and its online Bachelors of Business Administration program.  The distance learning course 

per-credit-hour fee for the two programs totaled $100 and $180, respectively; however, the University had not 

established procedures for calculating the amount of distance learning course fees.  According to University 

personnel, the University used distance learning fees that were developed by another Florida university; however, the 

University had not calculated these fees based on their additional costs to provide these services.  As a result, the 

University was unable to support that the distance learning fees assessed did not exceed the additional costs of the 

services provided that were attributable to the development and delivery of the distance learning courses. 

Recommendation: The University should establish procedures for determining the amount of the 
distance learning course fees to ensure the fees do not exceed the additional costs of the services that are 
attributable to the development and delivery of the distance learning courses. 

Finding No. 5:  Student Fees – Repeated Enrollment 

Section 1009.285, Florida Statutes, provides that a student enrolled in the same undergraduate credit class more than 

twice must pay 100 percent of the full cost of instruction and not be included in calculations of full-time equivalent 

(FTE) enrollments for State funding purposes.  This Section also provides that students who withdraw from or fail a 
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class due to extenuating circumstances may be granted an exception only once for each class, provided that approval 

is granted according to policy established by the University Board of Trustees.  Universities may also reduce fees paid 

by students due to continued enrollment in an undergraduate credit class on an individual basis contingent upon the 

student’s financial hardship. 

University records indicated 463 students enrolled in the same undergraduate credit class more than twice during the 

2010-11 fiscal year.  Of those students, 402 received an exception from paying the full instructional costs due to a 

financial hardship or other extenuating circumstances.  We determined that 10 of the 402 students were granted 

exceptions more than once for the same class, and included in FTE enrollment data reported to the Board of 

Governors (BOG), contrary to the above-noted law.  A similar finding was noted in previous audit reports, most 

recently in our report No. 2010-131. 

On June 15, 2011, the Board approved a policy to include requirements for repeat enrollments and limiting students 

to one exception for each class repeated. 

Recommendation: The University should continue its efforts to ensure that exceptions from paying full 
instructional costs are granted in accordance with Section 1009.285, Florida Statutes. 

Cash Collections 

Finding No. 6:  Decentralized Collections 

Effective controls over collections require documentation from receipt through deposit by the Central Cashier’s 

office, and the timely deposit of collections in the bank.  University personnel collect moneys at various locations 

throughout campus, and then remit these moneys to the Central Cashier’s Office for deposit in the bank.  For the 

2010-11 fiscal year, collections at the Athletics Department and OWL CARD Center totaled $1,951,725 and $233,422, 

respectively.  As similarly noted in previous audit reports, most recently in our report No. 2010-131, our review of 

collections at these locations disclosed that the University needed to improve controls over collections received 

outside of the Central Cashier’s Office.  Specifically, we noted the following: 

 The Athletics Department did not have procedures requiring the use of mail receipt logs for collections 
received through the mail.  Mail receipt logs establish accountability of the receipt at the initial point of 
collection and provide a record from which University personnel could verify the timely deposit of 
collections.  Without use of a log, there is an increased risk that loss or theft of collections could occur 
without timely detection. 

 Our test of 15 daily receipts at the Athletics Department disclosed that, for 8 ticket sales receipts (totaling 
$22,119), transfer documents were not consistently used during all points of transfer and for 5 rental receipts 
(totaling $82,681) transfer documents were not used, contrary to University procedures.  Without adequate 
use of transfer documents, responsibility for collections cannot be fixed to one individual should a loss or 
theft occur. 

 For the Athletics Department ticket office, voided sales transactions were not reviewed by a supervisor who 
was independent of the collection process.  Without proper approval of voids at the time of the transaction, 
there is an increased risk of collections not being properly recorded and deposited without timely detection. 

 Duties related to collections in the Athletics Department were not adequately separated in that one employee 
was responsible for receiving and processing collections, and preparing daily reconciliation reports.  Without 
an adequate separation of incompatible duties, there is an increased risk that errors, theft, or loss could occur 
without timely detection. 
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 The OWL CARD Center had several employees with access to the cash register drawers during operating 
hours, and more than one person had access to the safe.  Access to collections should be limited and fixed to 
one person at any point in time from the time of receipt to deposit to provide accountability should a loss 
occur. 

Recommendation: The University should ensure that mail receipt logs are used for all collections 
received in the mail and that transfer documents are used to evidence the transfer of collections between 
employees.  The University should also provide for independent supervisory review of voided transactions, 
provide for a separation of incompatible duties, ensure that access to collections is limited, and ensure 
responsibility for collections is fixed to one employee throughout the collection process. 

Finding No. 7:  Complimentary Athletic Event Tickets 

During the 2010-11 fiscal year, the Athletics Department issued 2,997 complimentary football tickets and 1,214 

complimentary men’s and women’s basketball tickets.  The University’s Ticket Office Manual provides that individuals 

who issue complimentary tickets should not be involved with cash handling duties.  As similarly noted in previous 

audit reports, most recently in our report No. 2010-131, our review of the University’s controls over complimentary 

athletic tickets again disclosed that one individual responsible for issuing complimentary athletic tickets was also 

responsible for ticket sale collections.  Absent adequate separation of these duties, in addition to the control 

deficiencies noted in finding No. 6, there is an increased risk that complimentary athletic tickets may be used for 

unauthorized purposes and may result in the misappropriation of ticket sales collections. 

Recommendation: The University should enhance its procedures to provide for the separation of 
incompatible duties so that individuals responsible for issuing complimentary athletic tickets are not 
responsible for ticket sale collections. 

Procurement of Goods and Services 

Finding No. 8:  Student Government Expenses 

Section 6.0 of the University’s Purchasing Manual requires a purchase requisition from a department documenting 

approval for a purchase, issuance of a purchase order to a vendor, and receipt and acceptance of goods or services 

prior to making a payment to a vendor.  In some instances involving contractual services, an executed written 

agreement with the contractor may take the place of the purchase order.  Also, University Regulation 4.006(5) requires 

that all Student Government purchases, contracts, expenses, and disbursements be made in accordance with 

University procedures. 

The University reported Student Government expenses totaling $583,153 for the 2010-11 fiscal year.  As similarly 

noted in previous audit reports, most recently in our report No. 2010-131, our test of 20 Student Government 

expense payments disclosed 3 payments, totaling $24,790, for which written agreements were dated between 17 and 

142 days after the invoice date, contrary to University policy.  Without adequate controls in place to ensure that 

purchase orders are issued, or written agreements entered into, prior to payment, there is an increased risk of the 

University paying for unauthorized goods and services, or that such purchases may cause vendor billing disputes or 

exceed established budget limits. 

Recommendation: The University should ensure that purchase orders or written agreements are used to 
document the approval of purchases of goods or services prior to incurring an obligation for payment. 
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Finding No. 9:  Purchasing Cards 

The University established a Purchasing Card (P-card) program, which gives employees the convenience of 

purchasing items without using the standard purchase order process.  P-cards were designed to handle and expedite 

small orders in an efficient manner with a significant reduction in overhead costs.  The University issued P-cards to 

approximately 570 employees as of June 30, 2011.  Purchasing card charges totaled approximately $6.8 million for the 

2010-11 fiscal year. 

The University appointed a P-card administrator and developed a comprehensive P-card manual that addressed 

management controls over the issuance and use of P-cards.  As similarly noted in previous audit reports, most recently 

in our report No. 2010-131, our current testing of documents and transactions for P-card usage disclosed that 

improvements in controls were needed, as follows: 

 For 6 of 20 transactions tested, totaling $534, charges were not in accordance with the P-card manual.  One 
purchase of fuel for $47 was prohibited by the P-card manual; three purchases included sales tax of $30, 
which the University is exempt from paying; and two purchases totaling $457 were not, of record, reviewed 
and approved by supervisory personnel. 

 Our comparison of usage to monthly credit limits for ten employees from July 2010 through June 2011 
disclosed nine employees with monthly P-card limits that appeared excessive based on the employee’s actual 
monthly P-card use, as shown in the table below: 

Employee Title Monthly Highest Notes

Limit Monthly

Usage

President 25,000.00$  311.19$   (1)

Instructor, Communication and Multimedia Studies 20,000.00    255.00      

Coordinator, Academic Programs 12,000.00    196.14      

Associate Director, Academic Programs 10,000.00    1,101.87    

Associate Dean, Student Affairs 10,000.00    757.92     (1)

Assistant Scientist, Physics 8,000.00      51.28        

Associate Director, University Administrative Planning 5,000.00      355.23     (1)

Professor, Mathematics 5,000.00      454.60     

Director, Student Retention 5,000.00      44.00       
   
Note:  (1) Cards less than one-year old.

 

We also identified 27 P-cards, with credit limits ranging from $999 to $10,000 that were not used during the 
2010-11 fiscal year.  University personnel noted that comparison of actual usage to credit limits was not 
routinely monitored on P-cards as the actual spending for some cardholders is project dependent and may 
fluctuate widely and other card limits may include a contingency component for emergencies.  Effective 
monitoring of the reasonableness of P-card monthly credit limits reduces the risk of unauthorized use or 
purchases in excess of budget constraints. 

Recommendation: The University should enhance its procedures for monitoring P-card usage to ensure 
compliance with University policies and the appropriateness of credit limits. 
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Tangible Personal Property 

Finding No. 10:  Property Inventory Accountability 

To ensure proper accountability and safeguarding of tangible personal property, the University should maintain an 

adequate record of each property item and annually make a complete physical inventory of property.  The physical 

inventory should be compared with the University’s property records, and all discrepancies verified and reconciled.  

The University reported tangible personal property of approximately $58.6 million (net of depreciation) at 

June 30, 2011. 

University personnel conducted a physical inventory of tangible personal property items in four phases consisting of:  

(1) scanning items located in buildings; (2) searching the buildings for items not scanned, but recorded as being 

located in the buildings; (3) sending a listing of items not located to applicable departments to document disposition; 

and (4) following up by verifying the disposition of the items after departments sign and return the listings. 

In April 2011, we reviewed the University’s controls over tangible personal property for the most recently completed 

physical inventory (2009-10 fiscal year).  We selected three buildings for review to verify that the University had 

completed all four phases of the inventory process for property items listed in the property records as being located in 

those buildings (2,747 items with a total recorded value of $15 million).  As similarly noted in our report 

No. 2010-131, according to University records, after the completion of phases (1) and (2), 316 items with a total 

recorded value of $2,114,598, were not located.  For phase (3), University personnel provided listings of the unlocated 

items to the responsible employee for each of the 15 applicable departments on April 17, 2010; however, 

2 departments, for which 65 items with a total recorded value of $166,236 were not located, had not returned the 

listings to allow for phase (4) to be performed as of September 26, 2011.  Without follow-up information from 

phases (3) and (4), University personnel cannot complete the annual physical inventory of tangible personal property 

or identify items that may have been disposed of, stolen, or lost. 

Recommendation: The University should enhance procedures to ensure timely completion of all phases 
of the inventory process for all tangible personal property items, including investigation of items not initially 
located. 

Information Technology 

Finding No. 11:  Access Privileges 

Access controls are intended to protect data and information technology (IT) resources from unauthorized disclosure, 

modification, or destruction.  Effective access controls provide employees access to IT resources based on a 

demonstrated need to view, change, or delete data and restrict employees from performing incompatible functions or 

functions outside of their areas of responsibility. 

Our audit tests of selected access privileges to the finance and human resources applications, and the supporting 

operating system and database, disclosed various employees with inappropriate or unnecessary access privileges, as 

follows: 

 One employee from the Controller’s Office had the ability to add a vendor, input an invoice, and print a 
direct deposit transmission register, contrary to an appropriate separation of duties.  In response to our 
inquiry, University management removed these access privileges. 
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 Two employees from the Controller’s Office had the ability to select invoices for payment, print checks, and 
print the check register, contrary to an appropriate separation of duties.  One of these two employees had the 
additional ability to enter and post journal entries and input employee pay adjustments.  In response to our 
inquiry, University management removed these access privileges. 

 Three application-delivered accounts included the database administrator (DBA) role that was unnecessary 
for their functions within the application environment.  In response to our inquiry, University management 
removed the DBA role from these accounts. 

 Four operating system accounts and one application-delivered account that were no longer necessary for 
operations remained active.  In response to our inquiry, University management disabled the accounts. 

 A University application developer had the system privilege to create a user within the database, contrary to 
an appropriate separation of duties between application development and security administration. 

Although the University performed an annual review of employee access privileges, these inappropriate or 

unnecessary access privileges indicated a need for improved University review of access privileges.  Without a 

comprehensive review, inappropriate or unnecessary access privileges may not be timely detected and addressed by 

the University, increasing the risk of unauthorized disclosure, modification, or destruction of University data and IT 

resources. 

Recommendation: The University should enhance its process for periodically reviewing the 
appropriateness of access privileges, including the evaluation of privileges allowed within the applications, 
operating system, and database, and timely remove or adjust any inappropriate or unnecessary access 
detected to ensure that access privileges are compatible with employee job duties. 

Finding No. 12:  Security Controls – User Authentication 

Security controls are intended to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data and IT resources.  Our 

audit disclosed that certain University security controls related to user authentication needed improvement.  We are 

not disclosing specific details of the issues in this report to avoid the possibility of compromising University data and 

IT resources.  However, we have notified appropriate University management of the specific issues.  Without 

adequate security controls related to user authentication, the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data and IT 

resources may be compromised, increasing the risk that University data and IT resources may be subject to improper 

disclosure, modification, or destruction. 

Recommendation: The University should improve its security controls related to user authentication to 
ensure the continued confidentiality, integrity, and availability of University data and IT resources. 

PRIOR AUDIT FOLLOW-UP 

Except as discussed in the preceding paragraphs, the University had taken corrective actions for findings included in 

our report No. 2010-131. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The Auditor General conducts operational audits of governmental entities to provide the Legislature, Florida’s 

citizens, public entity management, and other stakeholders unbiased, timely, and relevant information for use in 

promoting government accountability and stewardship and improving government operations. 
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We conducted this operational audit from February 2011 to October 2011 in accordance with generally accepted 

government auditing standards.  Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, 

appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.  

We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit 

objectives. 

The objectives of this operational audit were to:  (1) obtain an understanding and make overall judgments as to 

whether University internal controls promoted and encouraged compliance with applicable laws, rules, regulations, 

contracts, and grant agreements; the economic and efficient operation of the University; the reliability of records and 

reports; and the safeguarding of assets; (2) evaluate management’s performance in these areas; and (3) determine 

whether the University had taken corrective actions for findings included in our report No. 2010-131.  Also, pursuant 

to Section 11.45(7)(h), Florida Statutes, our audit may identify statutory and fiscal changes to be recommended to the 

Legislature. 

The scope of this operational audit is described in Exhibit A.  Our audit included examinations of various records and 

transactions (as well as events and conditions) occurring during the 2010-11 fiscal year. 

Our audit methodology included obtaining an understanding of the internal controls by interviewing University 

personnel and, as appropriate, performing a walk-through of relevant internal controls through observation and 

examination of supporting documentation and records.  Additional audit procedures applied to determine that 

internal controls were working as designed, and to determine the University’s compliance with the above-noted audit 

objectives, are described in Exhibit A.  Specific information describing the work conducted to address the audit 

objectives is also included in the individual findings. 

 

AUTHORITY 

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 11.45, Florida 

Statutes, I have directed that this report be prepared to 

present the results of our operational audit.  

 

David W. Martin, CPA 
Auditor General  

 

MANAGEMENT’S RESPONSE 

Management’s response is included as Exhibit B. 
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EXHIBIT A 
AUDIT SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

Scope (Topic) Methodology 

Information technology (IT) policies and procedures. Reviewed the University’s written IT policies and procedures 
to determine whether they addressed certain important IT 
control functions. 

IT access privileges and separation of duties. Reviewed application access privileges to determine whether 
access granted to sensitive finance, human resource, and 
payroll privileges promoted an appropriate separation of 
duties.  Reviewed administrator account access privileges 
granted and procedures for oversight of administrator 
accounts for the network, operating system, database, and 
application to determine whether these accounts had been 
appropriately assigned and managed. 

IT data loss prevention. Reviewed the University’s written policies and procedures 
governing the classification, management, and protection of 
sensitive and confidential information. 

IT security incident response. Reviewed written policies and procedures, plans, and forms 
related to the response to and reporting of security incidents. 

IT risk management and assessment. Reviewed the University’s risk management and assessment 
processes and security controls intended to protect the 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data and IT 
resources. 

IT environmental and security controls. Examined environmental and security controls associated 
with the University IT resources to determine whether 
vulnerabilities existed. 

IT authentication controls. Reviewed selected operating system, database, and 
application security settings to determine whether 
authentication controls were configured and enforced in 
accordance with IT best practices. 

Statement of financial interests requirements of Section 
112.3145(2), Florida Statutes. 

Determined whether the University President, Board 
members, and certain other University employees filed 
statements of financial interests in accordance with law. 

Social security number requirements of Section 119.071(5)(a), 
Florida Statutes. 

Examined supporting documentation to determine whether 
the University had provided individuals with a written 
statement of the purpose of collecting their social security 
numbers. 

Textbook affordability. Examined supporting documentation to determine whether 
the University’s procedures regarding textbook affordability 

were in accordance with Section 1004.085, Florida Statutes. 

Identity theft prevention program (Red Flags Rule). Reviewed University policies and procedures related to its 
identity theft prevention program for compliance with the 
Federal Trade Commission’s Red Flags Rule. 

Pharmaceutical inventories. Reviewed pharmacy inventory items to determine whether 
the pharmacy’s inventory records were accurate. 
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EXHIBIT A (CONTINUED) 
AUDIT SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

Scope (Topic) Methodology 

Works of art and historical treasures. Reviewed controls over works of art and historical treasures 
to determine whether the University had established 
adequate safeguards to protect such assets from theft or loss. 

Tangible personal property. Reviewed rules and procedures related to performing annual 
inventory counts of property.  Examined supporting 
documentation of the University’s annual physical inventory 
property.  Tested deleted property items to determine the 
authority and timeliness of the deletions, including the 
proper recording of trade-ins. 

Cash collection at decentralized collection points. Reviewed collection procedures at selected locations and 
tested daily cash collections to determine the effectiveness of 

the University’s collection procedures. 

Multi-purpose student card procedures. Examined procedures and supporting documentation to 
determine whether the University had adequate controls in 
place over its multi-purpose student card. 

Complimentary tickets to athletic events. Reviewed control procedures in place to determine whether 
the controls over issuance of complimentary tickets to 
athletic events were adequate and provided for 
accountability. 

Distance learning fees and excess hour surcharges. Determined whether distance learning fees and excess hour 
surcharges were assessed and collected as provided by 
Sections 1009.24(17) and 1009.286(2), Florida Statutes. 

Florida residency determination and tuition. Tested student registrations to determine whether the 
University documented Florida residency and correctly 
assessed tuition in compliance with Sections 1009.21, 
1009.24, and 1009.286(2), Florida Statutes, and Board of 
Governors Regulation 7.005. 

Tuition differential fees. Tested payments from tuition differential fees collected to 
determine whether the University assessed and used tuition 
differential fees in compliance with Section 1009.24(16)(a), 
Florida Statutes. 

Student fees associated with repeated classes. Tested students that repeated classes for compliance with 
Section 1009.285, Florida Statutes. 

Continuing education programs. Reviewed University policies and procedures to ensure that 
credit continuing education courses did not compete with, or 
replace, the regular on campus courses taken by degree 
seeking or special students. 

Salary adjustments and performance evaluations. Examined supporting documentation for a sample of 
employee salary adjustments and related annual performance 
evaluations. 

Overtime payments. Reviewed University policies, procedures, and supporting 
documentation evidencing the approval of and necessity for 
overtime payments. 
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EXHIBIT A (CONTINUED) 
AUDIT SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

Scope (Topic) Methodology 

Purchasing card transactions. Tested transactions to determine whether purchasing cards 
were administered in accordance with University policies and 
procedures.  Also, tested former employees to determine 
whether purchasing cards were timely cancelled upon 
termination of employment. 

Student government expenses. Tested student government expense transactions to 
determine whether the expenses were adequately supported 
and complied with all rules and regulations. 

Electronic payments. Reviewed University policies and procedures related to 
electronic payments and tested supporting documentation to 
determine if selected electronic payments were properly 

authorized and supported. 

Construction administration. For selected major construction projects, tested payments 
and supporting documentation to determine compliance with 
University policies and procedures and provisions of law and 
rules.  Also, for construction management contracts, 
determined whether the University monitored the selection 
process of subcontractors by the construction manager. 

Insuring architects and engineers. Tested major construction projects in progress during the 
audit period to determine whether the University had 
obtained evidence of required insurance. 

Direct material purchases. Tested construction projects in progress and reviewed 
supporting documentation evidencing procedures used by 
the University when considering direct material purchases. 

Energy performance agreement. Determined whether the University provided for the 
monitoring of any energy performance based-agreement. 

Wireless communication devices. Reviewed policies and procedures to determine whether the 
University limited the use of, and documented the level of 
service for, wireless communication devices. 

Valuation for insuring buildings. Examined supporting documentation to determine whether 
the insured values were properly calculated and insurance 
was updated for major asset acquisitions or disposals 
occurring in the audit period. 
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